
HOW TO BUILD:

A Paper Scarecrow 

BY HATTIE NEWMAN



You will need: 
Scissors, glue, coloured paper (around 150gsm), sticky tape, bone 
folder (or ballpoint pen without the ink) & pens/pencils.
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A Paper Scarecrow
Level: Easy
Duration: 1 hour

Cut lines 
Mountain Fold
Valley Fold

Mountain fold Valley fold

KEY



1. Print the templates onto A4 coloured paper 
(around 150gsm). Alternatively print onto white 
printer paper and then trace onto coloured paper. 

3. Cut out the hair, cutting along each line. 

2. Cut out all the parts with scissors. 

4. Scrunch the hair into a ball in your hand and 
then unravel it, so it looks like straw. 

5. Stick together the hat and sunflower and 
glue to the top of the circle head. 

6. Add detail to the face on the circle head. You 
can use the templates I created as a guide, or 
design your own with paper, pens or pencils. 
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7. Apply glue to the centre of the hair and 
attach to the back of the circle head. 

9. Assemble the body, the shape of a cone. 
Apply glue to the area shaded in grey and use 
sticky tape at the back join to hold in place.

8. Add detail to the body – you can do this 
when it’s flat or 3D. 

10. Squeeze the top of the cone to make a 
flat area to attach the head to. Apply glue and 
attach head. Again, use tape for extra strength.

11. Fold the arms like a consertina and attach to 
the back of the body. Use tape to hold in place.  

12. You can make more in different colours and 
designs and add props like a pumpkin! Happy 
Thanksgiving! 
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BODY
Cut along lines & apply 
glue to the shaded area. 
Roll into a cone shape. 

ARMS

This way up Cut lines 
Mountain Fold
Valley Fold
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HAIR

HAT

EYES & NOSE

SUNFLOWER

SCARF & 
PATCHES

PUMPKIN
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BODY
Cut along lines & apply 
glue to the shaded area. 
Roll into a cone shape. 

ARMS

This way up Cut lines 
Mountain Fold
Valley Fold

Here’s an option for printing the shapes onto 
white paper (colour comes from your printer). 
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HAT

EYES & NOSE

SUNFLOWER
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